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The key numbers …

Total Fund €24.5bn
• Discretionary portfolio €17.9bn
• Directed investments €6.6bn

Performance ytd
• Discretionary +6.0%
• Directed +1.9%
• Total +4.9%

Performance since inception
• Discretionary +3.0% p.a.



Ground rules: inter generational saving

Contribution to social welfare and public sector 
pension funds 2025 to 2055 

Reserve Fund, therefore no members

Funding rule: 1% GNP p.a., started 2001

Drawdown rule: not before 2025



Governance

NPRF Commission
• Fiduciary responsibility
• Like a non-executive board of trustees
• Discretionary portfolio

NTMA is the Manager
• Delegated authority
• Executive team

Committees
• Audit Committee
• Advisory Committees for Property and Private Equity

Directed investments
• Managed by NTMA Banking Unit



NPRF’s structural advantages

Long term timeframe
• Real assets, volatility can be absorbed
• Illiquidity

Scale
• #97 in world
• #25 in Europe
Source: IPE Global Top 1000 survey

Access
• Best in class managers

NTMA exclusive asset management focus



Brief history ….
1. Launched 2001 – real assets strategy

2. Bear markets

3. Solid recovery
• Annualised performance up to 6% p.a.

4. 2008 unprecedented
• Risk appetite collapsed
• Excessive leverage globally

5. Fiscal difficulties in Ireland
• Review of NPRF Q4 2008
• Banking support

6. Sustained through strength
• Liquid assets to support banks
• Review and update of Investment Strategy



Directed investments

Bank of Ireland
• €1.8bn preference shares
• 36% of ordinary capital
• Cost €3.5bn

AIB
• 18% of ordinary capital
• Underwriting upcoming open offer €3.7bn cash
• Half preference shares to be converted to ordinaries
• €1.8bn preference shares underpinning planned asset sales 

€2.5bn (US, UK, others)
• Total cost up to €7.2bn
• Consensus is eventual ownership will be >90%



Discretionary portfolio - investment objectives

Long term wealth maximisation subject to 
prudent risk parameters

Secondary objective introduced
• outperform rolling 5 year cost of Irish government 5 year debt



Strategy – founded on investment beliefs

1. Real assets (that benefit from economic growth) will outperform 
financial assets.

2. Long-term horizon means short-term volatility and lesser liquidity 
can be accepted.

3. Liabilities are inflation related, assets must  be too.

4. Long-term financial performance can be affected by 
environmental, social and governance factors.

5. Return and risk are linked and risk premiums exist.

6. Risk is multi dimensional
– volatility, drawdown, fat tails, permanent losses, leverage, liquidity.

7. Diversification reduces risk.



Strategy – founded on investment beliefs

8. Markets are inefficient and subject to bubbles and extremes 
arising from behavioural traits of participants. Markets however are 
efficient at disseminating and taking account of new information.

9. Even as a long-term investor, entry prices count. The essence of 
investing is buying low and selling high.

10. All else being equal, lower volatility is better than higher 
volatility.

11. Averaging in and out is more consistent and effective than “big 
bang decisions”.

12. Compounding of costs has a very powerful effect over time.

13. Portfolio construction – number, size and correlation of positions 
– is very important.



Investment strategy – development process

Mixture of quantitative and qualitative techniques

Founded on fundamental investment beliefs

Quantitative
• Expected returns, risk, correlations
• Qualitative adjustments

Outcomes
• Position for hi/low volatility, growth and inflation

Third party “verification”
• Manager roster inputs – data and ideas
• Peer fund surveys
• External reviewer



Investment strategy – changed circumstances

Exchequer fiscal position
• Secondary objective introduced

Emerging markets v Developed markets

Long term inflation / deflation uncertainty

Better investment product availability
• Alternatives
• Derivative / etf based
• Improved hedge funds terms - transparency, fees, liquidity etc



Investment strategy – asset allocation



Investment strategy – dynamic allocation

Entry prices matter
• Buy low and sell high

Take positions when extremes are observed
• e.g German sovereign bond yields very low

Executive Investment Committee set up
• Disciplined review of markets data
• “New ideas” forum



Risk is multi-dimensional
Strategic risk
• Loses money long-term / failure to meet investment objective
• Short term drawdowns increase range of final outcomes
• Liquidity uncertainty
• Benchmark / active management risk

Different perspectives
• Volatility
• Drawdown / fat tails / converging correlations
• Stakeholder confidence eroded 
• Competitive: international peers and average Irish fund



Investment strategy - implementation

Completed in liquid asset classes

Illiquid asset classes take time
• Proxies where available (e.g. listed infrastructure equities)
• Search for Fund of Hedge Funds almost complete

Emerging product vehicles under consideration
• “Fund of One” concept
• Closed end “market opportunity” products



Investment strategy – by asset class

Discretionary 
portfolio % 

Comment 

Large cap 29 Active passive 40% / 60%
Small cap 10 Consider reducing Eurozone equities from 50%
Emerging Markets 10 Focus on strategy diversification and cost effective implementation 
Total Equity % 49

Property 8 Invest for yield and stability, lower leverage 
Private equity 10 Note: Innovation Fund Ireland 
Infrastructure 5 Stable, inflation protected revenue streams 
Commodities 5
Absolute return 5 Funds of hedge funds 
Total Alternatives % 33

Nominal bonds 6 Low yield conundrum - substitutes?
Inflation linked bonds 5 Emerging markets under consideration 
Corporate bonds 6
Cash 1
Financial Assets % 18

Total Fund 100%



A couple of observations..

Transition management
• Rebalancing involving substantial trading
• Driven by asset allocation changes or by manager selection 

changes
• Trading, risk management, project management
• Implementation shortfall benchmark
• Trading much less expensive than previously thought

Alternatives are very expensive
• Passive equity fees – single digit bps pa
• Classic alternatives fee is 2% + 20%, though coming down
• Pre fee returns need to be substantially higher to compensate



Markets outlook ….

QE unprecedented
Inflation?
China growth sustainable?
Government deficits in developed markets
Globalisation / protectionism 
• incl. competitive devaluations

Search for yield
• Unprecedented low interest rates
• Danger of bubbles again



Conclusion

All change
• investment markets, Ireland, investment strategy

NPRF pleased to have been able to contribute to 
addressing of Ireland’s financial problems

Resilience and flexibility are vital
• adapt to rapidly changing market conditions

Proactive in positioning the Fund to deliver long-
term investment value for stakeholders



Thank you for listening!

Email: eocallaghan@ntma.ie

Web: www.nprf.ie
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